OUR DOORS



The Italia Collection
This is a luxurious range of doors that's been inspired by the Italian passion for design and style. There
are 19 exclusive designs with German made contemporary handles and accessories, which emphasize the
sheer quality of the doors. Composite doors never looked so good.



The Conway Range
A sympathetically styled door suited for either a traditional property or modern home. It can be designed
as a completely solid door, or with just some elements glazed. The choice is yours.



The Beeston Range
This is a great and popular choice for either front or back door and is the most common option for a
stable door. You can choose from a vibrant colour such as red or go with a traditional timber effect
finish, which is popular on a tongue and groove Flint base.



The Windsor Range
A great design that's perfect for either the traditional or contemporary inspired home. Consider modern
chrome handles, antique handles and door knockers and 18 colours inside and out.

The Harlech Range
For properties with gable end features this is a very popular choice, particularly where there is a modern
pitched porch. A white frame with a black door is a particularly striking option.



The Ludlow Range
Based on a traditional door design, this is probably our most popular style of door and with good reason.
There are numerous colours to choose from and over 40 glass designs.



The Nottingham Range
If it's a door with traditional arched features that you are seeking, then look no further. This is a unique
design that can be tailored for an old style door or for even a fresh design through the glass and colour
options.



The Thornbury Range
This is a subtly grained door that makes an understated yet classical entrance to the home. Chose a
pastel shade such as cream, Chartwell Green or even Duck Egg blue.



The Stafford Range
This is another option for those consumers looking for a door with an arched feature. The single arch
emphasizes the type of glass from the traditional Diamond Lead to the detailed Royale.



The Tenby Range
A timeless classic of a design which can compliment any home as a solid or glazed option. Have a look at
Irish Oak with an antique handle or go modern with bold colour and choice of glass design.

The Flint Cottage Range
When it comes to a door that's inspired by the country that you are looking for, then look no further.
This is a perfect option for cottages, farmhouses and side doors. It's also a great choice as a stable door.



Composite French Doors
All of our door designs are available as double or French Doors, in all 18 colours. If you are a style savvy
homeowner then forget typical PVCu French Doors, as a Solidor option can look quite exquisite.



Composite Stable Doors
These are as stunning as they are practical. All of our standard and many of our Italia Collection door
styles can be integrated into a stable door and you can even benefit from different colours inside and out.



Side Panels
We can also offer matching side panels from our full

WHY CHOOSE SOLIDOR?
Put simply, Solidor make the very finest composite doors in the market today, packed with features and
market firsts that aren’t available on any other door on the market. Unique colours, exclusive high
security hardware and beautiful features are just some of the reasons why high quality installation
companies offer our products, while homeowners demand them.
We continue to invest in new materials and in a product development programme to ensure we stay
ahead of the pack. We also offer the market’s most comprehensive environmental policy, we’ve called it
our ‘Green Promise’.
Wherever you are in the UK, there’s a Solidor installer that can help transform your front door into a
stylish and stunning entrance to your home. Solidor, ask for it by name.


18 colours inside and out



Unique 48mm solid core door



Chamfered or sculptured door frames



Exclusive door furniture

GUARANTEE
Our guarantee is overwhelmingly comprehensive and is impressive like our unique and beautiful doors.
We use only the finest materials, hardware and accessories on our doors, so we know every door that we
manufacture will look wonderful for many years. To keep your door looking at its best simply wipe down
the door with a soft, damp, lint free cloth using mild, warm soapy water.
You should also help to keep your door furniture looking fantastic by polishing the handle and letter
plate with a regular furniture polish or similar once a month. Finally lubricate the working parts of the
locking mechanism once a year.
Our doors and door frames, along with the glass, come with a 10 year guarantee, our high security
locking systems offer a 10 year guarantee, while our Prolinea letter plates and handles carry a full 2 year
guarantee. In addition, our Rim latches and door knockers carry a 12 month guarantee.
Overall, we offer some of the most comprehensive guarantees in the door market. It’s also impressive to
note that our product testing has shown that our doors have a life expectancy in excess of 25 years.

SPECIFICATION



Specify a Solidor product today for the very best in quality, design and lasting performance. If you’re
unsure, ask for it by name.
The specification of our doors is unmatched in the composite door market, thanks to the unique solid
timber core construction of our doors and exclusive trading agreements with specialist partners for door
furniture and hardware. Our 48mm deep doors are also 10% thicker than our nearest competitors,
helping making them more secure and energy efficient.
We can offer 256 door colour combinations through the option of 18 colours on either side. These range
from contemporary colours to luxurious and life like woodgrains. We can also offer both a chamfered
and a sculptured door frame and these are also available in 18 colour combinations. We believe that you
should only be limited by your imagination when it comes to a beautiful composite door.
Our doors are also highly secure, thanks to our unique Avantis lock which carries the industry's largest
dead bolt. We also offer other high security locking mechanisms for French Doors, stable doors and have
just launched the latest AV2 lock, which replicates the appearance of a traditional key operated rim locks
on period doors, yet features high security multi-point locking.
Our Solidor products are also some of the most environmentally-friendly in the sector under our ‘Green
Promise’ to the environment.

Energy Efficient Reinforcing
Each door is manufactured using 100% fully recycled door frame reinforcing. As well as superior thermal
performance Werbar is also super environmentally-friendly and out performs steel and aluminium when
it comes to screw retention.

COLOURS



Enhance your Solidor door with a dash of colour or a luxurious woodgrain finish and create something
truly individual.
At Solidor we offer the market’s largest range of colours and finishes and can even offer you the option of
a different colour inside and out. While most of our competitors are limited with choice, we’ve developed
a colour range worthy of any home.
Our doors are available in 18 colours inside and out including market firsts, Chartwell Green, Duck Egg
Blue, Irish Oak and NEW Mocha, Aubergine, Painswick Green and French Grey. Add to this the options
of Black, Grey, Cream, Blue, Red, Green, Foiled White, White, Rosewood, Golden Oak and Schwarz
Braun and you have 256 colour combinations to choose from!
We can also offer the widest range of door frames in Chartwell Green, Irish Oak, Golden Oak, Rosewood,
Anthracite Grey, Schwarz Braun, White, Foiled White and Cream. You could even consider opting for a
contrasting frame colour.
We believe that whatever your home or building, you should embrace the stunning colour options that
only Solidor can offer.

SECURITY
It's reassuring to know that our composite doors are arguably the most secure in the market, featuring
insurance and Police approved locking systems.


Avantis Lock



Yale Keyfree



Key Wind Up



Keyless Digital Lock



Heritage AV2



Security Upgrades



Avantis Lock
The Avantis Lock is exclusive to Solidor and was recently subject to the very highest testing procedures
at a UKAS accredited Test Centre. According to the testing house at Mila it was 'the strongest composite
door yet tested' thanks to the hardware and the fact that the Solidor slab is a solid timber core, rather
than a foam filled GRP door that other manufacturers use. This new lock provides the largest and
strongest hook and bolt system in the door sector. Like many features from Solidor, this new locking
mechanism carries the market's first 25mm triangulated dead bolt, which makes for greater compression
and security on a closed door. Another key feature is the deadlock, which also operates from the action of
lifting the handle, rather than a key turn.

The Avantis lock easily passed PAS 24 for security, which requires that the lock can sustain a manual
attack for three minutes. In fact after two men had attacked the door for five minutes, they gave up to
test the Solidor hinge, which also comfortably exceeded the required specification. Look at our video to
see for yourself just how secure our doors are. Solidor can boast that not only are their doors some of the
most secure in the market, they are also some of the most innovative!



Yale Keyfree
In modern society we have replaced keys with other methods of entrance, such as remote locking on cars
and now this can be incorporated into your Solidor door. Keyfree is the very latest in door security from
Yale, a world-renowned specialist in locks and this product combines peace of mind with convenience by
allowing you to access and protect' your property without a key. You can use the remote control like your
car, or enter your own 4-12 digit code into the built-in keypage.

Yale Keyfree couldn't be easier to use and because it's brought to you by Yale, you know its technology
you can trust. Keyfree also harnesses a 3 hook Masterlock for exceptional security. With Yale Keyfree
everything's covered. The unit is powered by it's own batteries, so even if the power fails it still works. It's
also backed up an override key for emergencies and unless you ask it not to, will even talk to you as you
use it. Go on go Keyfree with your Solidor composite door, you'll be the envy of your neighbours!


Key Wind Up
Our Key Wind Up locking systems are used on doors where there is no locking handle, but traditional
pull door furniture. Typical Edwardian and Georgian period doors had large pull handles and knobs and
also our luxurious Italia Collection features the Key Wind Up locks, to enable the introduction of some
very striking contemporary door handles. We also incorporate Key Wind Up locking when our
traditional hand made antique door furniture is specified. Behind the Key Wind Up lock is an STV Cobra
2 mechanism, which is tested in accordance with DIN18103 (burglar resistant doors) and approved by
major UK insurance companies. The deadbolt and hooks are thrown by turning the key and it also
features a secure locking mechanism using sintered metal gears, which ensures a long service life. The
STV Cobra 2 has been tested in accordance with PAS23 & PAS24 standards and the deadbolt can
withstand in excess of 4.5kN end load, to comply with the additional Police 'Secured by Design' initiative.
Reliability is provided by the fact that it has been endurance tested to 100,000 cycles and 30,000 cycles
under load.

SECURITY
It's reassuring to know that our composite doors are arguably the most secure in the market, featuring
insurance and Police approved locking systems.


Avantis Lock



Yale Keyfree



Key Wind Up



Keyless Digital Lock



Heritage AV2



Security Upgrades



Keyless Digital Lock
Do you sometimes wish you could leave your house without having to take keys with you?
With the new Yale Keyless Digital lock you can do just that! The touch screen pad gives you an easy and
convenient way of opening your door.
There's NO Keys, NO Hassle, NO fuss all you have to do is remember your own unique pin number. You
can even create a temporary code to give other people access to your home when you want to, this code
can then easily be deleted without having to worry about collecting keys or changing locks.

The Yale Keyless Digital lock is secured by a mechanical nightlatch located on the inside of the door with
a battery pack containing 4xAA batteries.
Unlock your door up to 10,000 times with one set of 4xAA batteries. If the batteries reach a critical level
a warning light will illuminate reminding you to change the batteries.
In the event of your battery going flat you have two battery contact points enabling you to fit a 9V battery
to power the lock temporarily to enter your pin and gain access.
For additional convenience, the lock has a memory feature so that you do not need to reprogram your
PIN numbers when changing batteries.



Heritage AV2
As you would expect from a pioneer in the composite door market, we've pulled off yet another first in
the door market with the introduction of the AV2 Heritage Door Lock. This new lock satisfies the need
for traditional looking rim latches on composite doors, yet with the benefit of high security, multipoint
locking. The AV2 is seen as an upgrade from the standard Key Wind Up and traditional rim lock used on
our doors. Up until now, modern multi-point locking systems haven't lent themselves to doors that
feature pull door furniture, particularly Georgian and Edwardian period doors and it has been a topic of
discussion for the composite door sector.

The AV2 Heritage Locking System has the euro profile locking cylinder at a similar height to a traditional
round cylinder and the lock is operated automatically as soon as the door is closed. This key feature
means that an external lever handle is not required to operate the locking points and the lock can be
deadlocked or opened externally by turning the key a quarter of a turn. From the inside, the door can be
opened by an internal thumb turn, again with a quarter turn. The door is automatically locked when
closed from the inside or outside and the key is then required to gain entry from the outside. The AV2
has been engineered and manufactured in Germany as a quality product and is Police Secured by Design
and PAS23/24 accredited.



Security Upgrades
There are a number of additional security upgrades available throughout the standard Solidor range to
offer truly unsurpassed levels of security. These include the Pro Secure handles from Mila, the Avantis
Cylinder Guard and the Yale Cylinder. The ProSecure door handle features security protection burglars
can see and patented reinforcement technology that they can't. The ProSecure door handle is
manufactured from a strong zinc alloy and has a wealth of features to provide enhanced security and
visible protection.

It's also Secured by Design approved and the Police Preferred Specification logo is engraved onto the
handle to act as a visual deterrent. The Yale high security cylinder boasts a wealth of features including
anti bump and anti snap technologies and is drill, pick, force, tamper, torque, and saw resistant. It's also
corrosion and fire resistant and is backed with a lifetime warranty. The Yale cylinder has been tested to
the highest grade of BS EN 1303 for security achieving the maximum resistance to physical attack. This
is a great and worthy upgrade.

